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Painted Splashbacks
DISCLAIMER

GLASS IS OUR PASSION

Painted splashbacks on regular & low Iron glass.

A natural characteristic of any flat glass is its iron oxide content,
creating a slight green tint.
This is quite visible when viewing the glass edges & the wider the glass
the darker the shade. Once the glass is painted white or a light colour
the tint becomes visible on the non-painted side.
When glass is painted & processed for a splashback darker colours
are usually done on regular clear glass as this has little effect
on the finished product. However, when a more accurate colour
representation is required, such as on whites or lighter colours, low
Iron glass is required. Although this greatly assists in creating a true
colour representation, our samples may still vary in opacity, finish &
performance & can have slight variations. All our paints are hand mixed
in batches to order. Low iron glass still contains some iron so although
there is much less green than standard float a small amount of green is
still visible.
Contributing factors such as viewing panels in a larger expanse, your
lighting & the addition of metallic or sparkle finishes can also affect
colours. Slight imperfections such as rub marks, bubbles, pin holes,
faint scratches and any other imperfections that are not visible from a
distance of 3 metres are deemed to be acceptable.
Our representative or team member can provide you with further advice
on request & colour samples on request.

dialaglass.com.au

After almost 30 years in the industry, Dial A Glass

splashbacks, wardrobe doors and internals,

is one of Perth’s leading glass companies with

balustrade, pool fencing, privacy screens and gates.

numerous specialist divisions. We manufacture,
supply and install innovative glass solutions
for renovators, builders, architects and retail
customers wishing to update their homes.

We stay at the cutting edge
of the latest glass trends
and designs, demonstrated
by our introduction of ceramic

As a proudly West Australian owned company, we

digital in-glass printing on

offer a wide range of high-quality, custom-made

our glass product range using

glass products, including shower screens, mirrors,

Diptech technology.
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SHOWER SCREENS

MIRRORS

WARDROBES

BALUSTRADE, POOL FENCING,
PRIVACY SCREENS

SPLASHBACKS

DIGITAL GLASS PRINTING

Contact us today for an obligation-free quote
on 08 9408 3000 or sales@dialaglass.com.au
HEAD OFFICE/
SHOWROOM
23 Prindiville Dr, Wangara,
WA 6065.

dialaglass.com.au

SHOWROOM
Stand #303, Home Base,
55 Salvado Rd, Subiaco,
WA 6008.

